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Abstract

This dissertation examines the compositional process behind the piece AtoB for solo
percussion and electronics and includes a brief survey of other works for these instru-
ments. Instrumental and electronic compositional strategies are discussed, in particular
extended percussion techniques and their performance, and granular synthesis, both of
which form a major part of the work.
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Submitted Material

The submission comprises three parts:

• The dissertation.

• Printed performance instructions for the piece AtoB.

• CD containing a recording of the piece and the software used to create it.
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1

Introduction

AtoB is a composition for solo percussion and electronics. It investigates the snare drum
and cymbal and delves into the extended range of timbres which each is capable of
producing. The electronic part amplifies, records and replays the live sound in a variety
of ways, each of which aims to heighten and extend our experience of the sound beyond
that which is possible acoustically.

AtoB is scored for two snare drums and two cymbals plus an electronic part which
comprises three microphones and a laptop to process the live signal. The percussion
part is primarily concerned with extended playing techniques through which a large
variety of sounds are produced from a limited selection of instruments. Much of the
part is played with the hands, allowing for a literal hands-on exploration of the instru-
ments. The instruments are coaxed into vibration by means of tapping, scraping, rub-
bing, scratching, banging, thumping, slapping, flicking and other gestures. Meanwhile,
the electronic part captures the output sound and passes it to a laptop where it is used
as input to a granular synthesis processing system. In this system the sound is vari-
ously cut into small or large chunks, layered, split, transposed, sampled and replayed
in different ways and at different points during the piece. The variety of sounds which
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can be produced through granular synthesis is enormous and naturally varies widely
depending on the input sound. AtoB explores the sonic potential of granular synthesis
alongside that of the acoustic instruments. As with the percussion part many different
granular synthesis techniques are used, each of which is optimised to process the sound
produced by a specific acoustic gesture or gestures. For example, a technique which ar-
tificially extends a ringing sound or one which thickens a soft, rubbing sound. Thus the
two parts were composed to bring out the best from each other and are bound tightly
together.
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2

Solo Percussion and Electronics

There are many examples of compositions which make use of both solo percussion and
electronics. My aim in this dissertation is not to provide a history of the practice nor an
exhaustive list of works, but rather to examine the different approaches to composing
for these instruments which I have identified during my research, namely:

• Electronics as an extension of percussion.

• Electronics as a duet partner.

• Electronics as a fixed part.

• Electronics as a sonic microscope.

The classification is by no means fixed. Most compositions do not fit neatly into one
category. They may combine aspects of several different compositional processes. Some
categories lean more towards the development of a system to make music rather than
the composition of an individual piece of music. However, the act of categorisation
helped me to clarify my own thoughts about what I wanted to achieve in my piece and
thus the manner in which I set about composing.
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It is worth noting here that, unlike most instruments, it is difficult to say precisely what
percussion and electronics are. What do they comprise? When we refer to the violin, for
example, we usually mean a resonant wooden body with four strings stretched across
it and a bow. However a percussion set up can vary from a rock drumkit to a vibra-
phone to a tam-tam. Likewise, the term electronics incorporates anything from a fixed
tape part to an analogue synthesiser to a laptop running a wide variety of software.
The disparate nature of each of these labels necessarily results in an array of composi-
tional approaches. But perhaps because they are similar in this respect, percussion and
electronics are natural partners. Furthermore, they share “common aesthetic interests
related to the exploration of musical timbre and to the development of a new musical
language not centred in pitch.”[18]

2.1 Electronics as an Extension of Percussion

Electronics can be used to extend a percussion set up. The output can be viewed as a
percussion solo that includes electronic sounds as part of what is played by the soloist.
In its simplist form this may be a drum pad which triggers the playback of a sample
when hit. An acoustic instrument can perform the same task when fitted with a contact
microphone. A more complex system will be able to respond to variations in dynamics
or the position of the hit on the instrument by modifying the way the sample is played
back. For example, a softer hit would trigger a reduction in the amplitude of playback.
Contact microphone or drum pad triggers may also collect data about how a person is
playing over a certain period of time. For example, how fast is the performer playing?
Is the performer playing at a constant tempo, speeding up or slowing down? Is the
performer playing a repeated rhythmic pattern? How is the dynamic level changing
over time? Where there is more than one trigger, information about which drums are
being played in a particular pattern, which drum is being played the most and so on, can
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also be gathered. The data is then mapped as desired and used to control a particular
process. The performer is therefore able to manipulate the electronic sound output at a
more removed level.

The Australian composer Paul Doornbusch uses such a system in his composition Con-

tinuity 3 (2000) in which three acoustic instruments fitted with contact microphones trig-
ger the playback and processing of recordings of the instruments themselves. By mixing
the live and processed sounds Doornbusch is able to play with the ideas of natural and
virtual resonance, and the “electronic refractions”[1] of each instrument.

The musician Fritz Welch mixes percussion, voice and electronics in many of his pieces.
In The Science Fiction Residue, amplification and electronics are used to extend the sounds
made with his body, voice and a metal gong. The percussionist Christophe Fellay also
blends electronics into his sets, as one review describes it, ”He scrapes drum skins with
a microphone, looping the sampled sound into the beat, he scrunches bubble wrap and
deploys swathes of electronic sound which, at one point, suggest he has been doing
unspeakable things to the innards of a piano.”[15]

A highly complex system such as the E-Drumset developed by Adam Tindale is es-
sentially a new instrument: a hybrid of percussion and electronics. The sophisticated
combination of hardware and software developed by Tindale uses technologies such
as position tracking and timbre recognition in order to differentiate between numerous
gestures and playing techniques. This allows the percussionist access to new forms of
expression whilst continuing to perform in her own style.

The Marimba Lumina, an instrument used extensively by Lukas Ligeti, dispenses with
acoustic instruments altogether. Invented by Don Buchla, this instrument is a MIDI
controller modelled on the marimba. In Ligeti’s album Afrikan Machinery (2008) he plays
the Marimba Lumina with several different mallets, each of which triggers a different
family of samples to be played.
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2.2 Electronics as a Duet Partner

Systems such as OMax, developed at IRCAM and George Lewis’ Voyager are designed to
improvise with a performer in real-time. Of course, this is not limited to percussionists
but can be accessed by any performer. The software ‘listens’ to the performer through
a microphone input. It is then able, by processing this information in various ways,
to learn about the performer’s style and respond to his playing musically. Thus the
electronic part is linked to the acoustic part through a highly complex system. The same
input will not necessarily result in the same output but will nevertheless result in a
rational response. The aim is to put the electronic part on an equal footing with the
acoustic instrument and hence create a duet between the two ‘performers’.

Like the E-Drumset, these projects are often not about composing one piece but creat-
ing a system which can be used by many people to make many compositions. Lewis
refers to Voyager variously as a ‘program’, ‘system’, and a ‘composition’. It is performed
widely in collaboration with improvisors such as saxophonists Evan Parker and Dou-
glas Ewart, pianist Haruna Miyake and extended cellist Jon Rose. The fact that the
project flows, “across these seemingly rigid conceptual boundaries encourages both
improvisors and listeners to recognize the inherent instability of such taxonomies.”[5]
Lewis uses electronics to discover more about the process of producing music.

2.3 Electronics as a Fixed Part

Many compositions, especially those written before the advent of computers power-
ful enough to process sound in real-time, rely upon a fixed or tape part to provide the
electronic sounds. This may be one long sound file that is started at the beginning of
the performance and carries on throughout, or several shorter sound files triggered by
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the performer (using a foot pedal or similar) or by another person at set points during
the performance. This strategy is advantageous in its simplicity; the more complex the
playback system the more possibilities there are for things to go wrong. Furthermore,
a precise score of the fixed and acoustic parts can be produced, which may be helpful
to the performer. However, what the composer, or rather, performer gains in control
they loose in flexibility. As the virtuoso percussionist Steven Schick notes, composi-
tions involving tape “are often rigid and unforgiving in performance...The tape “plays”
its part exactly the same way each performance, no matter what the acoustical qualities
of a given hall or the emotional perspectives of a given performance may be.”1 Having
said this, Schick goes on to describe a very successful piece for solo percussion and tape:
George Lewis’ North Star Boogaloo (1996).

The percussionist, as follower, has only a few sonic options at his or her
disposition...To the contrary, the tape part...is packed full of possibilities.
There are hip-hop beats, quotations from basketball players and commen-
tators, sound effects and, at centre court, Quincy Troupe reading his poem.
Against the rich variety of prerecorded sounds, expanded into multilayered
complexity through looping, multitrack recording, and lightening-fast edits,
the live percussion can sound simple and quotidian. The player can seem
like a small point lost somewhere on a giant map. But herein lies the beauty
of North Star Boogaloo: ordinary people can locate themselves in the giant
map of the universe. (Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p72.)

Clearly fixed parts can be used for a variety of purposes, but Schick highlights how
Lewis exploits the possibilities, and problems, presented by fixed electronics to achieve
his aims.

Stockhausen’s Kontakte (1960, version for electronic sounds, piano and percussion) uses
4-channel tape for the electronic sounds which, in contrast to Lewis’ piece, are all ab-
stract. Though they span a great range of timbres and colours, the abstract electronic
sounds are easily identifiable amongst the instrumental sounds, and are thus able to fuse

1Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p71.
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together as one part of the trio. The function of the fixed electronic part is, as theorist and
musician John Dack states, “to mediate between different instrumental families and to
extend sound behaviours beyond the physical constraints of conventional instrumental
practice.”[3] Stockhausen used many techniques to achieve these mediations and ex-
tensions, none of which were available in real-time at that point. Therefore to create the
sounds he wanted the electronic part had to be fixed.

2.4 Electronics as a Sonic Microscope

Finally, an electronic part can be simply a microphone placed at a specific position with
a given amount of amplification. This enables the quietest of sounds to become audi-
ble to an entire concert hall. Alvin Lucier’s Silver Streetcar for the Orchestra (1988) for
amplified triangle is a prime example of this. The triangle is often overlooked as a key
member of the orchestra; Lucier devotes the full twenty minutes of this piece to a minute
examination of its sound. The percussionist is asked “to isolate qualities of speed, loud-
ness, striking location, and amount of resonance and to explore each independently.”2

The balance of amplification and live sound is key here; it must be optimised for each
space the piece is performed in so that the electronics blend with the live sound almost
imperceptibly. When the correct balance is achieved, “Silver Streetcar enables us to look
inside the living material of percussion music and see the crosscurrents of rhythm and
texture that comprise the inner workings of sound itself.”3 Similarly, James Tenney’s
Having Never Written a Note for Percussion (1971) is a single ten minute long crescendo
and decrescendo usually performed on a tam-tam, which reveals a rich, complex and
ever changing texture of harmonics and beat frequencies.

John Luther Adams large scale work for percussion, The Mathematics of Resonant Bodies
2Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p181.
3Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p183.
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(2003) uses amplification and prerecorded manipulations of the instruments to highlight
and get inside the timbres produced. “The complex sonorities of percussion instruments
conceal choirs of inner voices. In The Mathematics of Resonant Bodies my search is to find
and reveal those voices.”[10]

The motivation for all the pieces mentioned in this section is the exploration of new
sounds or, more precisely, the revelation of sounds which went unheard before. This
is a fascinating activity, however, it is important to be clear that new sounds do not
necessarily result in new music. Schick articulates this, saying “as inviting as any given
percussion sound might be to the ear, in my opinion it does not become material until
it is activated in the temporal domain as rhythm, texture, or shape.”4 It is the job of the
composer to arrange the sounds so that they become music.

Summary

This brief survey has outlined the various forms which music for solo percussion and
electronics can take. I experimented with ideas from all of the above categories and
the results had a direct effect on the finished composition. My main point of interest
became using electronics as a sonic microscope. Since I was using extended techniques
to investigate the possible sounds which can be produced by the percussion instruments
it was a natural progression for me to use electronics to investigate these sounds in
greater detail, and to create further sonic possibilities. I had less success in creating
a fixed electronic part. Due to the explorative, improvisatory performance style the
percussion part is never the same twice. This leaves a fixed electronic part feeling rigid
in comparison. I realised that I needed to create an electronic part flexible enough to
respond to slight changes in performance, thereby allowing every performer to shape

4Schick, S. 2006 The Percussionist’s Art p179.
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the piece to a certain extent. Thus in some respects one can consider AtoB as being a
duet between percussion and electronics; from another angle the electronic part is an
extension of the percussion.
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3

Granular Synthesis

Granular synthesis is an extraordinarily effective method for the creation of a sound or
sound texture, and is the fundamental sound processing technique used in AtoB. The
process can use recorded sound as its input and may retain some characteristics of this
sound in its output. Granular synthesis is therefore a useful tool in the investigation
of a sound, or collection of sounds. The sound can be stretched, compressed, divided
and reordered, one can zoom into, focus on or multiply a particular point. By changing
the exact parameters used in the synthesis process, the same input sound can result in
a range of output sounds, each with some relation to the original.

3.1 Theory and Practice

The technique of granular synthesis stems from the work of physicist Dennis Gabor and
his theory of “Acoustical Quanta”(1947)[4]. This stated that sound can be considered in
terms of particles or grains of sound as well as in terms of sound waves.1 This theoretical

1This has a parallel in the quantum theory of light, which states that light exists in tiny packets, or
photons, which can exhibit the properties of both waves and particles.
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breakthrough has had far reaching consequences in the field of sound. The composer
and computer programmer Curtis Roads affirms that:

The grain is an apt representation for sound because it combines time-
domain information (starting time, duration, envelope shape, waveform shape)
with frequency-domain information (the period of the waveform inside the
grain, spectrum of the waveform). This stands in opposition to representa-
tions at the sample level that do not capture frequency-domain information,
and abstract Fourier methods that presume that sounds are summations of
infinitely long sinusoids. (Roads, C. 1996. The Computer Music Tutorial p168)

Roads outlines five distinct techniques of granular synthesis:

1. Fourier and wavelet grids

2. Pitch-synchronous

3. Quasi-synchronous

4. Asynchronous clouds

5. Time-granulation of sampled sounds

The following descriptions can be found in greater detail in The Computer Music Tuto-

rial, chapter 2, section 5.3. The first technique arises from a grid oriented concept, where
sound is considered as a collection of points on a graph of frequency against time. The
graph is divided into units, thus a point on the graph represents a sound in a particular
frequency band at a specific time. This approach permits analysis, transformation and
resynthesis of the sound. It is similar to Iannis Xenakis’ concept of screens outlined in
his seminal work, Formalised Music (1963); a screen is a grid of frequency versus ampli-
tude. Any grid square which is filled in denotes an amount of sound energy present
at that frequency. A complex sound can be represented over time by a ‘book’ of such
screens.

Pitch-synchronous granular synthesis is “a multistaged operation involving pitch detec-
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tion, spectrum analysis and resynthesis”. Using this technique it is possible to separate
quasi-harmonic sound from inharmonic sound.

Quasi-synchronous granular synthesis involves adding a delay, or period of silence be-
tween each output grain. When all delays are equal (synchronous) they form a periodic
function, and thus produce amplitude modulation of the signal. When the delays vary
(quasi-synchronous), the result is similar to amplitude modulation using filtered noise
as the modulator. “This leads to a controllable thickening of the sound texture through
a ”blurring” of the formant structure.”

Asynchronous granular synthesis follows a statistical method to place grains in specific
regions of a frequency versus time plane. The result is a ‘cloud’ of grains in the region,
shaped by the parameters specified by the composer.

My piece uses the fifth technique, time-granulation of sampled sounds. This “feeds
acoustic material into a kind of logical thrashing machine—delivering grains in a new
ordering with a new microrhythm...The order in which this grain is emitted (i.e., its
delay) depends on the settings selected by the composer.” The sampled sound can be a
stored sound file or live input from a sound source. By extracting grains from various
sound sources, one can create an “interwoven sound fabric”. Where a live sound source
is used, the granular synthesis system can be used to delay, hold and playback samples
in various ways. For example, layering and repeating the same sample over and over
again, or mixing samples from two or more delay lines and thus two or more different
temporal locations. As Roads puts it, “the spectral side effects of the granulation distort
and enrich the sound in a controllable way.”2

In my composition I made extensive use of the real-time sound processing software
MaxMSP and the external object mdeGranular~ written by Michael Edwards, which
performs “multi-channel, multi-voice, multi-transposition granular synthesis”[12]. The

2Roads, C. 1996 The Computer Music Tutorial Ch 2(5.3).
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main control parameters for granulation of live sound are:

• Live buffer size - the length, in milliseconds (ms), of sound that the object holds
in its memory.

• Grain length - the length, in ms, of the sound grains that the object will output.

• Grain length deviation - allowed variation of grain length, as a percentage of the
given grain length.

• Number of voices - the number of layers of grains that will be output simultane-
ously.

• Density - the density of output grains, given as a percentage from 0 (no grains) to
100 (constant grains).

• Number of channels - the number of separate channels through which the layers
of grains will be output.

• Transposition - The amount, in fractions of semitones, by which each grain will be
transposed.

I used different configurations of these parameters to produce various sounds and tex-
tures in my piece. Each configuration was optimised to create a specific output sound
from a certain type of live input sound. For example, a configuration designed to ex-
tend a long, ringing sound by playing relatively long grains from a short live buffer. A
detailed description of each configuration can be found in chapter four, in the section
‘Electronic Instruments.’
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3.2 Musical Use

The first composer to outline a compositional theory for grains of sound was Iannis
Xenakis. In Formalized Music (1963) Xenakis states that,

All sound is an integration of grains, of elementary sonic particles, of
sonic quanta. Each of these elementary grains has a threefold nature: dura-
tion, frequency, and intensity. All sound, even all continuous sonic varia-
tion, is conceived as an assemblage of a large number of elementary grains
adequately disposed in time. (Xenakis, I. 1963. Formalized Music p43)

Following this model, Xenakis composed many works including Analogique A (1959) for
nine strings and Analogique B (1959) for 4-channel tape. Both were composed ‘by hand’,
grain by grain, without the aid of computers and thus extremely time consuming. As
Xenakis’ biographer Nouritza Matossian says, “for a composer like Xenakis the process
of composing was concurrently a process of investigation and discovery;...the activity
of composing could itself embrace both research and artistic growth.”3 Xenakis used
these compositions to explore the paradigm of sound as grains. Similarly, I aimed in
my piece to explore extended percussive techniques and live processing of them using
granular synthesis.

As computing technology developed sufficiently, so various composers wrote computer
programmes that dealt specifically with granular synthesis in one or many of its forms.
Using these programmes they could exploit the computer’s processing power to create
granular compositions of extreme complexity. Examples include, Curtis Roads’ Clang-

Tint (1991–1994) and Half-life (1998–1999), Barry Truax’s Riverrun (1986) and The Wings

of Nike (1987), and Paul Lansky’s Idle Chatter series (1994).

With further advances in computing technology, it is now possible to implement certain
granular synthesis processes in real-time. Thus a composition for acoustic instruments

3Matossian, N. 1986 Xenakis p138.
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and granular synthesis can be performed live. The mdeGranular~ external is a versatile
tool for this purpose. The composer who wrote it, Michael Edwards, has composed
several such works. Skin (2004) for 7-string bass viola da gamba and computer uses live
amplified viola da gamba, prerecorded sound files of the viola part and live granulation
of the viola along with unusual playing techniques to “create the potential for all kinds
of wonderful failures over and over again. Rather than be avoided, these are desired,
amplified, and celebrated.”[13] And, you could add, celebrated through the granular
synthesis processes too. The use of granular synthesis to highlight a particular sonic
event is of relevance here. In my composition I tried to highlight and emphasise partic-
ular gestures and playing techniques through the use of a specific configuration of the
granular synthesis process.

Tramontana (2002) for viola and computer uses a similar array of electronics. The com-
poser states that “it is my goal in such pieces to create a sound world in which neither
the instrumental nor the electronic sounds dominate, rather, each one supports and ex-
tends the other.”[14] I wake forced by routine, not curious like the dog for percussion and
computer, part of the longer composition I Kill by Proxy (2007), opens with a driving
percussion solo through which the electronic part slowly rises until it is the dominant
element. The balance of live and computer generated sound changes over time with first
one then the other taking the lead. In my composition, I tried to change this balance over
time. In the first two or three minutes, the live percussion sounds dominate. There is
then a blend of the two, the electronic part using live samples of the percussion part
so that sometimes one may be mistaken for the other. Near the end, when the cymbal
crescendo climaxes, the live percussion part is purposefully swamped by the electronic
part so that the cymbal sound morphs into an electronic version of itself.
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4

Compositional Process

The task of this project has always been to compose a piece for percussion and elec-
tronics. However, as I have outlined above, this topic encompasses a wide range of
compositional strategies. It took time and research to narrow down the specific area
that I wanted to focus on. Some of this research included experimenting with tech-
niques and approaches that no longer form any part of the composition. Nevertheless,
the time spent venturing down these dead ends was not wasted; the recording, editing,
programming and other work I carried out may well turn out to be useful in the future.
Moreover, a certain amount of research and development is necessary for every com-
position, but with practice comes the experience and discipline needed to keep research
efficient and proceeding in the right direction.

4.1 Percussion Instruments

As mentioned above, it is difficult to be precise about what we mean when using the
word percussion. Even though I was sure I wanted to use percussion, this still left a
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huge range of instruments to choose from.1 The one thing all percussion instruments
have in common is that in one way or another, we hit them to make a sound. They
can be hit with our fingers, hands or a variety of sticks and beaters, but on the whole
percussion instruments are ones that are hit. The importance of the stick in creating the
shape, timbre and colour of the sound produced cannot be overestimated. As the per-
cussionist Steven Schick declares, there are “no instruments. Just sticks.”2 Percussion
parts often have precise instructions detailing the exact material and hardness of stick
to use at each point in the piece. Therefore, looking at the question from another an-
gle, I had to decide how to hit the instruments. I quickly realised that selecting a set of
percussion instruments and sticks to play them with is a daunting task, simply because
of the multitude of possibilities. However, this can be viewed as a positive rather than
a negative. As Schick remarks, “The necessary involvement of the composer with the
very basic issues of sound and technique when writing for percussion etches his or her
musical aesthetic and emotional choices into the fine print of the music.”3

I chose the snare drum and cymbal. The snare drum’s history traces back to its use in the
military, and as such, it is often used in classical orchestral music to play loud rhythms
and rolls. Similarly, loud, noisy notes played by a pair of clash cymbals or a suspended
cymbal are often used to denote key moments. As Lucier, Adams and many others have
done before, I wanted to delve deeper into the possibilities offered by these instruments,
beyond the sounds and styles which are expected from them.

1Although this was limited by practical considerations such as getting hold of, transporting and storing
the items.

2Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p33.
3Schick, S. 2006. The Percussionist’s Art p179.
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Playing Techniques

In order to produce a range of spectra I discovered, through experimentation with the
instruments, an assortment of extended techniques. Many of these techniques involve
using the hands alone; I felt this was apt since it encourages a literal hands-on explo-
ration of the physical instrument. By using the hands the moderating influence of the
stick is removed and the exploration begins from first principles and at its most basic
level.

The piece starts with the quietest possible tap with one fingertip on the furthest possible
playing point of the skin from the centre of the drum, just before one reaches the metal
rim. The player is asked to tap a steady pulse and to concentrate on slowing varying
the dynamic. Next the player is asked to find colours in this tone by moving steadily
around the rim and then, increasingly, into the centre of the drum where the distinc-
tive ‘snare’ sound begins to be audible. I found to my surprise that even this simple set
of instructions can produce several minutes of musically interesting exploration, with-
out using any electronics except amplification. As the piece continues, the player is
instructed to include new techniques such as, striking with the flat of the fingertip in-
stead of the point, striking with the nail, striking with the thumb, tightening the skin by
applying pressure with the knuckles of one hand and hitting it with the other, rubbing
the skin with the palms of the hand, scratching the skin with the fingernails. A wealth
of sound is found on the skin alone. Later the player introduces the coiled metal strands
of the snares underneath the drum by swiping at them, pulling and releasing them to
create snapping sounds. Only when these sounds have been exhausted does the player
move to the cymbals, which are played with brushes. A dynamic frequency content
is extracted by controlling the shape of the brush movement, its velocity and position
on the cymbal. Eventually, the player moves back to the snare drum, where each hand
plays a separate drum with brushes. At this point, rhythm becomes more of a dominant
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feature of the piece, as the pulse is beaten out loudly on the skins. Finally, the brushes
lose velocity and come to rest on the skin, sweeping gently from side to side.

4.2 Electronic Instruments

The majority of the electronic part in AtoB is created from processing the live percussion
sounds. A few fixed samples of percussion instruments are also used to fill certain very
high or low frequency bands. Concurrently with the composition of the acoustic part,
I developed the processes which are used in the electronic part and refined how they
relate to the percussion part. Since it was clear that the percussion part would be ex-
plorative, I wanted the electronic part to be dynamic and able to respond to discoveries
made along the course of the piece. The solution I arrived at was to used extensive live
sampling of the percussion part. Therefore the electronic part comprises three micro-
phones to amplify the percussion and send live input to a laptop running real-time gran-
ular synthesis software which produces the computer generated sounds. Any change
in the interpretation and performance of the percussion part will necessarily result in a
change in the electronic part, as the computer generated sounds are created almost en-
tirely from the percussion sounds. The basic relationship between the percussion and
electronic parts is therefore implicit in the system.

Amplification

Amplification is a vital part of AtoB. The two snare drums and cymbals have micro-
phones placed close to them in order that the quiet sounds they produce may be am-
plified and played through loudspeakers for everyone to hear. As crucial as it is for
the players of a string quartet to be in tune with each other, so it is crucial that the
relative proportions of the live, amplified and computer generated sounds are finely
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balanced. The correct balance will change wildly depending on the venue, instruments
and equipment used, thus time must be set aside in rehearsal to set the levels of each
part. Similarly, the optimum placement of the microphone will vary depending on the
venue and instruments and, moreover, the player’s style. It is important that the micro-
phones do not restrict the performance by getting in the player’s way. It may also be
necessary to compress the signal because of the wide dynamic range covered over the
course of the piece.

Granular Synthesis Techniques

In AtoB there are three instances of the mdeGranular~ object. Each instance is sent a
specific set of messages at specific points during the performance. The set of messages
are instructions about how the granular synthesis object should behave and thus what
type of sound it should produce. The techniques can be categorised as follows:

Thickening: The computer holds a very small buffer of the live sound (50ms) in its mem-
ory. Tiny grains (~4ms) of this live buffer are played at a high density and with ten
voices. With such a small buffer, we do not perceive grains as being replayed from the
past, but merely a thickening of the present sound. Using four output channels, the
thickened ‘present’ sound can be sent to a quadraphonic loudspeaker system and thus
appear to totally surround the listener. It is particularly effective with smooth gestures
such as softly rubbing the drum or cymbal.

Lengthening: Similar to thickening but the computer holds a larger amount of sound in its
memory (1500ms) and plays longer grains (~300ms). This enables a ringing sound, such
as might be produced on the cymbal, to be extended artificially when a high density of
grains is used.

Randomising: The live buffer holds 1500ms of sound in its memory and plays very short
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grains (~10ms) from it at a high density and with fifty voices for a very full sound. Since
the grains can come from any point within the buffer this is effectively randomising the
stored sound. Furthermore, since the grains are so small the output is quite different to
the original, retaining only a similar frequency content.

Ordering: As opposed to randomising, this set of instructions restricts the output grains
to a longer length, which constitues a much larger percentage of the total live buffer size.
This means there are fewer possible grains, thus forcing the output sound to be more
ordered. When the live input has a constant pulse and the density of grains and number
of voices is moderate, the resulting output retains a semblance of that pulse.

Sampling: A long buffer of live sound, around ~15000ms, is stored. Grains ranging from
600ms to 1200ms are taken from any point within this buffer. The number of voices
remains constant at thirty, but the density of grains is programmed to follow a curve
ranging from 0 to 100. In this way material from the past fifteen seconds can be brought
back either in sparse fragments or thick bursts.

Sample and hold: The granular object snatches 100ms scraps of sound, holds it in its
memory and replays it at a high density. This creates sharp lines of sound whose exact
character depends on what the granular object catches. For example, if the attack of loud
hit in the middle of the snare drum is caught, the result will sound like a mechanised
drum roll, if a soft tap at the edge is caught, it will produce a pitched hum.

Transposition: Each of the above techniques can be combined with transpositions of the
output grains. This can be in the form of several different transpositions at once (a
chord), or a single transposition line varying within specific boundaries.
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Other Techniques

Though live sampling constitutes the fundamental input of the electronic part, a hand-
full of fixed samples are also used. The first was created using recording of the twenty
second long attack and decay of a small cymbal. Using the invaluable non-real time
sound processing software Common Lisp Music or CLM, written by Bill Schottstaedt, the
sample was transposed and layered on top of itself multiple times to create a minute
long ringing sound, where low and high metallic frequencies swell, overlap and decay.
This sample is played underneath the live cymbal crescendo to add depth and bass fre-
quencies. It is then filtered out using a low pass filter so that the bass can remain for as
long as possible.

Several small resonant metal objects was also recorded. Each attack plus decay lasts
around one second. Tiny fragments of these are played consecutively to create short,
fast rhythmic lines. These are then fed into the randomising granular process to add
high frequency content and a hint of rhythm in the randomised output.

4.3 Performance

AtoB is not technically difficult to perform, which I believe is one of its strengths. There
are no polyrhythms, complicated time signatures or lightening fast patterns. There is
no need for rhythmic independence of the left and right side. For the performer, as
well as the listener, it is an exploration, a learning process and a way to get to know the
instruments physically and intimately, from a basic, ‘hands-on’ level.

And yet, though the percussion part is formed from simple instructions to use different
parts of the hand (the thin, tough nails, the bony knuckles, the fleshy fingertips, the
side of the thumb, the soft palm or the rounded heel), great complexity can arise. The
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piece can, and should, be practiced. The performer will refine the degree of pressure to
apply with each fingertip for the desired timbre, find nuances in the roughness of the
skin, discover how to let the palm stick to the drum skin, or not, and learn the discipline
necessary to concentrate oneself completely on a tiny sound, twisting it and turning it
about until it is fully examined.

The performer triggers the electronic part by pressing a foot switch. This may be slightly
awkward at first but soon the performer will be able to trigger the next set of granulation
instructions at the optimum point with ease. They will also be able to anticipate the
output of the computer depending on which instructions it receives and what sound
input they give it, and therefore will be able to respond to and interact with the electronic
part.
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Critique

The task of linking the two parts was accomplished on a basic level through the exten-
sive use of live sampling. This is a satisfying approach since it leads to direct interac-
tion between the percussion and computer generated sounds and avoids the problem of
rigidity which can arise in fixed electronic parts. However, though they are connected
fundamentally, the two parts are not connected on a more complex, structural level. The
use of prerecorded samples of the percussion part may help in this respect since they
would add flexibility, plus a more thorough consideration of the frequency domain. If
this were achieved AtoB would have a more precisely defined shape; the tensions ap-
parent between various sounds and textures could be more effectively constructed, con-
trolled and released; the piece would have a deeper, more convincing structure.

The piece achieves the aim of exploring the instruments used, yet it is not a comprehen-
sive search. I came to realise that there is a vast array of sonic material available in even
such a limited set up. Furthermore, the material requires the listener to concentrate on
the minute details and thus cannot be dealt with quickly. All the sounds must be given
adequate time to be heard and considered. Consequently I undertook a process of edit-
ing: choosing the most suitable material to include in the composition and leaving the
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rest out. This was difficult since much of the material was good material, it just did not
fit in this piece.

The control system I programmed to send instructions within MaxMSP was extremely
inflexible and became a hinderance in the latter stages of composition. The system was
developed early on in the project, before the exact processing tools had been decided
upon and should have been reformatted to deal specifically with mdeGranular~ since
this is the main element of the electronic part. In future, I will perform all control tasks
using javaScript, since this is a programming language ideally suited to the task and can
be implemented in MaxMSP.

Nevertheless, AtoB is fun to perform. The percussion part is engaging to listen to and
absorbing to play. The electronic part succeeds in being flexible enough to allow for
rapid interactions between performer and computer. The illustrated score fixes the
macroscale progression of the piece but the details are left up to the performer, enabling
her to present the unique results of her exploration of the instruments.
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Conclusion

The process of composing AtoB enabled me explore granular synthesis and percussion
and to experiment with different methods of composing for them. This allowed me to
greatly develop my compositional ideas and overall aims for the piece. There is scope
for much more work in this area by extending the range of techniques explored, for
example, using different types of sticks in the percussion part and employing quasi-
synchronous or other forms of granular synthesis in the electronic part.

The limitations of the software I wrote for the electronic part have taught me valuable
lessons about the practical requirements of software for live music performance. I will
be able to build on these lessons in the future.

The final composition sets out the characteristics of each instrument; it juxtaposes, ex-
tends and unites their soundworlds. As John Cage stated with great prescience in 1937,
“percussion music is a contemporary transition from keyboard influenced music to the
all-sound music of the future.”[2]
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